
Конкурсное испытание по английскому языку в 10 IB класс 

Продолжительность экзаменационной работы 1 час 15 минут 

Part 1 

Task 1. For questions 1-15, read the text below and decide which answer A, B, C or D best fits 

each space. Mark your answers. 

Example: 

0 A multiplying B  spreading C  expanding D increasing 

 

Something not for Everyone 

Because a(n) (0)…………….. number of people are opting to work outside the traditional office, 

notebook PCs are becoming more and more popular. However, you should know that notebook 

PCs aren’t for everyone. As you (1)………….. up the pros and cons of (2) ……………. your 

desktop PC with a new system, you should (3) ………… in mind that you may get better (4) 

…………… for your money by investing in a faster, more powerful desktop PC. 

Portability comes at a(n) (5)…………..  . Leave your laptop unattended for any (6)………….. of 

time in any sort of public place and you will quickly (7)………. that it has been stolen. You 

could even lose it without any intentional neglect on your (8)…………..;   laptops (and all the 

business and personal information they contain) are easy (9)…………for skilled thieves. So, yes, 

there are definitely serious security issues. Also, if you are (10)…………… to tossing your 

laptop around as you do your purse, workout bag or umbrella, you’ll probably break it before 

you get your money’s (11)…………… . Guarantees are getting better and longer, but they still 

won’t cover a simple slip, let alone (12)……………. carelessness. So, before you (13) 

…………… out to get yourself the latest technological (14) …………. , think long and hard as 

to whether a notebook PC is really (15)…………. for you. 

1. A measure B  weigh C  even D  count 

2. A  replacing B  trading C  substituting D swapping 

3. A  hold B  grasp C  bring D  bear 

4. A  merit B  value C  use D  profit 

5. A  cost B  expense C  price D  fee 

6. A  duration B  length C  quantity D  hours 

7. A  confirm B  reveal C show D  discover 

8. A  role B  part C behalf D  area 

9. A  aims B  objects C  goals D  targets 

10. A  prone B  apt C  likely D  inclined 

11. A  reward B  return C  worth D  benefit 

12. A  usual B normal C  habitual D  regular 

13. A  rush B  speed C  move D  walk 

14. A  tool B  appliance C  utensil D  gadget 

15. A  suitable B  acceptable C  proper D  fit 

 

Task 2. For questions, 16-25, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to 

the first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between 

two and five words, including the word given. There is an example at the beginning (0).  



Example: 

0 Your car really needs a wash. 

washed 

You really must …get your car washed OR have your car washed …soon. 

16 People claim that he is the best tennis player of your times.  

said 

He………………………………. best tennis player of our times.  

17 They left early because they didn’t want to get caught in the traffic.  

avoid 

They left early in order………………………. in the traffic. 

18 Why didn’t they tell me about these changes earlier. 

should 

I  ……………………. about these changes earlier. 

19 Nobody plays this piece as beautifully as he does. 

more 

He plays this piece…………………. else. 

20 If I don’t leave now, I’ll miss my train. 

unless 

I’ll ……………………. leave now. 

21 Would you like to go for a coffee in 10 minutes or so. 

about 

How ……………………….. a coffee in 10 minutes or so?  

22 It seems to me that her playing has developed amazingly in the past year. 

seems 

Her playing……………………….. in the past year. 

23 Thanks for reminding me about this meeting – otherwise I would have missed it. 

not 

If you ………………… about this meeting, I would have missed it. 

24 I don’t normally go into town by car. 

used 

I ………………………….into town by car. 

25 I would like to express my thanks for everything you have done for me. 



thankful 

I’d like to say…………………… am for everything you have done for me. 

 

Task 3. For questions, 26 -32, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of 

each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 

beginning (0).  

For example:  

 0 community 

 

When Words are not Enough 

The Penan, a peace-loving (o) …………, are the most ancient         COMMUNE 

people living in  Sarawak. As exploitive logging companies  

and (26)………….. government authorities have                              CONSIDER 

(27) ………………ignored their land rights, the Penan                    CONTINUE 

have been forced to physically protect their land. So far,  

none of the tribe’s (28)……….. for turning the remainder of            APPLY 

their forests into a (29)………… area have met with any                  CONSERVE 

official (30)………….. . Since their pleas have gone                        APPROVE 

unheeded, the Penan have set up a blockade on logging. They 

insist the blockade will be maintained until they receive assurances 

from local officials that they will either be granted some sort of 

(31)…………. of  their land rights ,or, the extensive logging            RECOGNISE 

will be brought to a halt. Whatever happens, it is obvious that 

the Penan face a bleak and (32)………….. future.                             CERTAIN 

 

Task 4. Complete each sentence using one of the alternatives (A, B, C, D). 

     33. ……. to Turkey every year for your holidays?  

a. Are you going                 b. Were you going             c. Have you gone 

d. Do you go  

34. We…………… to the tennis club since we moved here.  

a. Have belonged                b. belong        c. belonged     d. are belonging 

 

35.  When the builders were here I…………. them cups of tea all the time. 

a. Was making      b. am making   c. made  d. make 

 



36. Your eyes are red. …………………….. ? 

a. Did you cry b. have you been crying   c. Have you cried  d. do you cry 

 

37. ……………… this holiday for ages. 

a.  We’re looking forward to      b. We’ve been looking forward to   c. We look forward to    

d. We’ve looked forward to 

 

38. “Has anybody offered to look after the children?” “Sophia………….it”. 

a. Is to do     b. is going to do     c. does   d. will do 

 

39. The next train to Dublin……………………… at 3:45. (station announcement) 

a. Will leave b. is leaving c. is going to leave   d. leaves 

 

40.  We…………….. each other later that day, but I had to phone and cancel. 

a. See     b. are seeing   c. were seeing    d. saw 

 

41.  Despite yesterday’s snowfalls, we …………….. home in less than an hour. 

a. could drive      b. can drive    c. were able to drive  d. are able to drive 

 

42.  During the war, the police………….. arrest you for criticizing the government.  

a. may        b. might            c. should       d. could            

 

43.  Nowadays it ………….. cost a fortune  to own an e-book reader. 

a. hasn’t to           b. needn’t        c. doesn’t have to     d. mustn’t        

         

44. The building…………… the earthquake but then……………. by a fire. 

a. was survived…….destroyed  b. survived …………was destroyed  

c. survived……destroyed            d. was survived……….was destroyed 

 

45.  Georgia …………… she would be late for the meeting. She ……………..   she was 

feeling ill. 

a. Told that……..said that     b. told that ……..said me that 

         c. told me that……..said that   d. told me that……said me that 

 

46.   They directed that the building……………….. . 

a. Be pulled down     b. to be pulled down     c. should be pulled down  

d. should pull down 

 

47.  The ………………. faulty. 

a. equipments are   b. equipment was   c. equipments were d. equipment were       

 

48.  ………………. is one of the many factors involved in changing farming methods.  

a. climate      b. a climate      c. climates      d. the climate 

 

49.  ……………… my jewellery is missing. 



a. Some of  b. any of   c. some   d. any 

 

50.  We should use ……………. time we have available to discuss Jon’s proposal.  

a. the little of       b. the little   c. the few  d. little 

 

                           

Part 2 

Writing 

Write your essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view: 

Children should have pocket money! 

Write about: 

a) learn budgeting. 

b) spend money the way they want. 

c) develop the sense of responsibility. 

d) ___________ (your own idea). 

 

Write 200-250 words. 

 

 

Part 3 

Устная часть включает в себя беседу с экзаменатором и обсуждение ситуации на 

заданную тему (5-7 минут на учащегося).  

Speaking Task 

Task 1 

 

You have 2 minutes to have an interview with an examiner.  

The teacher asks the candidate personal and social questions. 

 

Task 2 

 

Read the situation below: 

 

Terry’s friends try to get him to stay out after 9:00, even though they know he has to be home 

before then. 

- How do you think the boy feels? Why? 

- If you were Terry (Terry’s friends, Terry’s parents), what would you do? 

- What is the best way to avoid such a situation? 

 

Discuss this situation and support your opinion. 

 

 

 

 


